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MAIN IDEA

Charles Darwin, in 1859, introduced the world to the concept of evolution -- in which only the fittest survive as species constantly
adapt to the demands of a changing environment or face extinction. This same paradigm applies equally well to the digital business
landscape, where Web-based businesses are being born in huge numbers every day. Only the fittest and most robust of these Web
enterprises will ultimately evolve into new business models that will exist into the future.

The World Wide Web is now 10 years old, while the Internet itself is now 30 years old. The initial fear of the Internet generated by
a huge proliferation of disjointed businesses and early experimentation with novel concepts like selling a product online has now
led to confidence as more consumers begin to trust Internet based business processes. That trust, in turn, has led to faith as the
Internet has rapidly become the preferred medium for carrying out research about products and pricing. And that faith has translated
into mass acceptance of the Internet and impressive valuations of companies focusing on this area of commerce.

In the natural world, overconfidence has always led to a shakeout where the weakest get eliminated and the strongest flourish. The
same thing is sure to happen on the Internet. Therefore, the key shouldn’t be trying to get onto the Internet before it’s too late. The
focus, instead, should be on doing those things that will enable your business to survive the great struggle for existence that is
certain to take place in the next phase of digital evolution.

Strategy #1 -- Build an Internet brand that revolves around the idea of solving problems.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Page 2

The most successful Internet companies don’t concentrate on selling products cheaply -- they solve
real-world problems that nobody else is addressing, using a combination of online and offline processes.
Therefore, the key to developing an Internet brand of value is to build equity by
1. Differentiating your solution from all others.
2. Making your solution very relevant to the lives of users.
3. Attaching emotional elements to the brand.
4. Using marketplace knowledge to evolve as changes occur.

Strategy #2 -- Provide dynamic pricing -- which fluctuates as supply and demand changes.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Page 3

The Internet is ideally suited to dynamic pricing -- where prices rise and fall in response to demand and
supply. To use this to your advantage:
1. Dedicate a part of your Web site to hot products that experience a surge in demand.
2. Sell products near the end of their lifecycle through an online auction site on consignment. 
In short, dynamic pricing is all a matter of timing.

Strategy #3 -- Recruit affiliate partners and develop specific collaborative marketing programs.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Page 4

The most effective approach to Internet marketing is to recruit affiliates who will align themselves with
you. Offer generous commissions and other incentives to keep them on-side because they’re good
affiliates will ultimately do your marketing for you -- by spreading your name and logo to the far reaches
of the Internet.

Strategy #4 -- Create evolving bundles of unique information and customized value-added interactive services. .  .  .  .  .  . Page 5

On the Internet, the only people who can successfully charge for their content are those businesses that
provide a unique bundle of information and services. That bundle can never stand still -- it has to keep
evolving with additional products and features being added. And the most profitable bundles concentrate
on a specific subject area intensely rather than targeting the general audience.

Strategy #5 -- Replace inventory with information and  customization abilities -- sell, then manufacture.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Page 6

Large inventories are a drain on business performance. By using the Internet, savvy companies are
eliminating the need for an inventory altogether, offering instead:
1. Great amounts of product information.
2. The ability to easily custom order a product.
3. A rapid manufacturing process and prompt delivery.

Strategy #6 -- Find innovative ways to add new value -- through features and services -- to online transactions.  .  .  .  .  .  . Page 7

In the Internet environment where buyers and sellers have vast amounts of information available, the
intermediary role is unattractive unless:
1. You work with the changes rather than against them.
2. You can develop a neutral and efficient online meeting place.
3. You add value by offering new features and services.

If you can’t achieve any of these goals, consider:
1. Focusing on the areas a Web site cannot match.
2. Becoming an affiliate with a focused on-line business.
3. Selling your business while it still has value. 

Strategy #7 -- Integrate everything you do online with everything your company does offline. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Page 8

In the final analysis, real-world integration of the Web channel of distribution and traditional channels of
distribution is critical. Everything your company does -- whether on the Internet or elsewhere -- should
meld together to create a seamless product offering targeting just one objective: to retain a good customer
for life.
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Strategy #1
Build an Internet brand that revolves 
around the idea of solving problems.

Main Idea

The most successful Internet companies don’t concentrate on
selling products cheaply -- they solve real-world problems that
nobody else is addressing, using a combination of online and
offline processes.

Therefore, the key to developing an Internet brand of value is to
build equity by
1. Differentiating your solution from all others.
2. Making your solution very relevant to the lives of users.
3. Attaching emotional elements to the brand.
4. Using marketplace knowledge to evolve as changes occur.

Supporting Ideas

The main mission of any business should be to simplify the life
of its clients or customers by providing a solution to something
people typically find repetitive, time consuming or boring. On the
Internet, most businesses revolve around the objective of
providing an interactive solution in these areas.

Savvy companies are building solution brands rather than
technology brands -- with the Internet functioning as the enabler
for the brand to deliver benefits rather than the entire reason for
the brand’s existence.

Brands exist solely in the mind of the consumer. Effectively,
branding is a form of psychological warfare. The process of
building a brand for a Web-based business actually requires four
steps:

1. Differentiating -- specifying what makes the brand stand
apart from its competitors. Strong brands are perceived as
being distinctive, as having attributes nobody else enjoys.
The stronger the differentiation the better.

2. Relevance -- consumers identify with strong brands, and feel
personally interested in what the brand stands for and the
part it plays in enhancing the quality of your life. The
challenge is to make a brand relevant to as wide a target
market as possible while still retaining differentiation.

3. Esteem -- how passionately consumers feel about the brand.
Most frequently, esteem is built on a foundation of the
perceived quality of products carrying that brand, or
sometimes the popularity and trendiness of that product.

4. Knowledge -- how well the consumer understands the inner
sanctums of the processes used by the brand. Knowledge
flows from hands-on use of the brand and observation of the
results achieved.

From an Internet perspective, few domain names have made the
transition from domain name to brand. Most Web-based
businesses settle for awareness of the domain name, and fail to
launch a broad brand building exercise. unfortunately, that
means settling for the superficial rather than building an asset of
lasting value.

The overall market context in which the brand exists can also
shift exceptionally quickly on the Internet. Brands that can
appear to be totally dominant at one time can appear almost
irrelevant at another as consumer perceptions and expectations
change. 

That’s the main reasons Web sites like portals upgrade furiously
and add features upon feature -- to such an extent at times they
appear more like solutions seeking problems to solve rather than

a comprehensive solution brand. Every time a Web portal fails
to respond to changes in the marketplace, it allows its
competitors to build further brand equity -- which can then be
translated into advertising or sponsorship revenue and ultimately
market capitalization.

In fact, the very best Web-based brands don’t just react to shifts
in consumer demands -- they actively attempt to drive demand
in the direction of features being added to the brand on an
ongoing basis.

Key Thoughts

‘‘Consumers are not looking for more choice. Rather, they are
looking for "made-for-me" solutions.’’

-- Mark Dempster, director of brand strategy,
USWeb/CKS

‘‘Your brand is your promise to your customer. Consumers have
been taking the things they need to do and the things they want
to do and making one big to-do list. In my opinion, they would
rather separate the two and outsource the stuff that isn’t
necessarily enjoyable to someone else. Time is the commodity
we should be selling. We should be creating a brand that will
simplify people’s lives.’’

-- Timothy DeMello, founder, Streamline

‘‘When we started Netscape, we thought we were a software
company. What do software companies do? They create
software and sell it. Turns out, that’s not the business model that
made sense for us. People already have more software than
they know what to do with, and we had to keep giving away the
software just to get people to use it.’’

-- Marc Andreessen, cofounder, Netscape

‘‘A brand is a set of differentiating promises that link a product or
service to its customers. The battle can’t solely be for people’s
attention. It has to be: What is the brand doing for me? How do
I benefit? Communicate the promise.’’

-- Stuart Agres, Young & Rubicam

‘‘Rational branding strives both to move and to help the online
consumer at the same time but the tactic poses a real challenge
to makers of consumer products. There are frighteningly few
ways to make soap or soda useful in the virtual world. Indeed,
of the top five buyers in TV advertising, most are nearly invisible
online.’’

-- BusinessWeek

‘‘We’re a Web experience brand and I think our customers
understand that.’’

-- Jerry Wang, cofounder, Yahoo!

‘‘We may not know what the future holds. Only by observing, like
Darwin, how economic species have evolved and where we are
now, can we recognize patterns of what works, what doesn’t and
why. For now, all we know is that market forces are ensuring that
life in the Web economy is evolving in a self-organizing but
unplanned manner, with no one company in control, and no one
system of beliefs in a dominant position.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘In the future, there will be even weirder business models. We
won’t just be doing the obvious things like taking mail order and
putting it on the Net.’’

-- Tim Berners-Lee, developer, World Wide Web
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Strategy #2
Provide dynamic pricing -- which

fluctuates as supply and demand changes.

Main Idea

The Internet is ideally suited to dynamic pricing -- where prices
rise and fall in response to demand and supply. To use this to
your advantage:

1. Dedicate a part of your Web site to hot products that
experience a surge in demand -- and vary prices rapidly in
response to demand swings.

2. Sell products near the end of their lifecycle through an online
auction site on consignment. That way, you avoid educating
customers they should wait for you to mark down your prices
before they buy.

In short, dynamic pricing is all a matter of timing.

Supporting Ideas

Internet-based dynamic pricing has been developed into a viable
business model by companies like Priceline -- which sells excess
inventory like airplane tickets and cars to the highest bidder. In
essence, Priceline functions as a demand collection service and
negotiator, generating revenues by charging a $10 commission
on each airline ticket sold this way.

Using the Internet, it’s very easy for prices to fluctuate freely and
continuously as buyers and sellers position themselves for the
best possible deal. In fact:

1. Buyers today have unprecedented levels of product
information available, and the ability to rapidly and accurately
compare prices offered by different sellers.

2. Sellers, similarly, are also armed to gather more information
about consumers and analyze it better than ever before.

In this climate, product pricing becomes a personalized
negotiation rather than a bland ‘‘take it or leave it’’ proposition. It
has become possible to base a price on who is buying, what
they’ve bought in the past, what they’re likely to buy in the future
and other factors -- and for that price to be offered just to one
specific person rather than everyone that visits the Web site.

And most intriguingly of all -- the entire dynamic pricing process
can be automated both by buyers and sellers. Software can
manage the process without any input on the part of either party
-- meaning that dynamic pricing really can become
sophisticated, responsive and cost-effective.

How can a business succeed with dynamic pricing?

1. Take advantage of online auction sites. These should
become an important new sales channel, particularly if you
sell a product or service which deteriorates in value rapidly
or perishes at some specified time. An auction will enable
you to evaluate precisely how consumers rate and perceive
value in your product or service.

2. The use of an online auction site will enable you to maintain
current pricing on your own site, if desired.  Be careful,
though. Online auctions are fertile breeding grounds for
scams -- with non-delivery of goods paid for and fake bidders
trying to drive the price up for the seller being commonplace.

3. Attention should also be paid to automated shopbots --
software programs traversing the Web attempting to
negotiate the lowest possible price on behalf of their owners.
Most of the major Web search engines feature their own
proprietary shopbots, which are new generation intelligent

agents. Most shopbots comparing offerings solely on the
basis of numerical price alone, and cannot take into account
qualitative differences. To deal with a shop bot, companies
have to learn when to negotiate and when to hold firm on
prices rather than engage in a shopbot inspired price war.

The key point is the Internet lends itself extremely well to
dynamic and personalized pricing. Both buyers and sellers are
better equipped to engage in this practice by using the Internet.
The balance of power has not necessarily shifted one way or the
other, but the competitive certainly has changed.

A business can either incorporate dynamic pricing into the way
its transacts business or face the possibility of being
disadvantaged when the practice becomes more commonly
used.

Key Thoughts

‘‘For a dynamic pricing system to work effectively, you need both
buyers and sellers. If there are no girls at the party, it’s no fun.
The Internet has the power to challenge almost every
assumption about business as we know it. The great victory of
our age is the victory of imagination over current belief. We, as
a culture, have embraced the Star Trek ethos -- that if you can
imagine it and it has a technological base to it, it’s probably going
to happen.’’

-- Jay S. Walker, founder, Priceline

‘‘An educated consumer is our best customer.’’
-- The Syms clothing chain

‘‘Dynamic pricing is a sophisticated survival strategy that can
balance lopsided power arrangements. Whereas many
producers have feared that hypercompetition would reduce all
prices and products to commodity levels, thus tilting the balance
too far in favor of consumers, this competitive bidding model
strikes what could be called an ideal equilibrium, in which forces
of supply and demand are played out in vigorous bidding
contests.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘Automated agents are not people. They make decisions and
act on them at a vastly greater speed. But they are immeasurably
less sophisticated, less flexible, less able to learn and notoriously
lacking in common sense. Given these differences, it is entirely
possible that bot-based economies will behave in very strange
and unfamiliar ways.’’

-- Jeffrey Kephart, manager, IBM Institute 
for Advanced Commerce

‘‘Overall, no matter whether it’s automated shopbots or real live
people who are bidding on your products or services, it’s vital to
remember that you can control your own destiny to a large
extent. Yes, the Web shifts massive amounts of power into the
hands of the buyers. But in the world of dynamic pricing, neither
the buyer or the seller should dominate. For the overall system
to work, both sides in the negotiation must be part of the overall
equilibrium. Buyers get a valuable product at a great price, while
sellers boost revenue and profits by unloading certain types of
goods and services at an opportune moment. At its core,
dynamic pricing is all about timing.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘Every device that has a sliver of silicon in it will end up
connected to the Net.’’

-- Marc Andreessen, cofounder, Netscape
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Strategy #3
Recruit affiliate partners and develop

specific collaborative marketing programs.

Main Idea

The most effective approach to Internet marketing is to recruit
affiliates who will align themselves with you. Offer generous
commissions and other incentives to keep them on-side
because they’re good affiliates will ultimately do your marketing
for you -- by spreading your name and logo to the far reaches of
the Internet.

Supporting Ideas

In essence, an affiliate program consists of paying a finders fee
or commission to someone who refers business to your Web
site. You do the product sourcing, packing, shipping and
after-sales service, while your affiliate gets paid a fixed finders
fee or a commission on the business they send your way.

One of the most successful affiliate programs on the Internet is
Amazon.com’s which started in 1996 and had grown to more
than 30,000 affiliates by the beginning of 1998. Amazon.com’s
original goals in starting its affiliate program were:
1. To acquire new and loyal customers.
2. To enable others to sell books without having to fulfill orders.
3. To extend Amazon.com’s expertise into specialist areas.

It soon became apparent, however, Amazon’s affiliate program
had other benefits:
1. It discouraged small operators from competing with Amazon.
2. It spread the Amazon logo far and wide through the Internet.
3. It generated large word-of-mouth business.

While Amazon.com does not reveal what its affiliate program
generates in sales revenues, most estimates suggest it is
between 5- and 15-percent of total revenues. Therefore, of the
$600 million in sales Amazon achieved in 1998, it is likely that
between $30 million and $90 million was paid out in commissions
to Amazon’s affiliates.

An on-line affiliate program can be thought of as a blend of direct
marketing, franchising and cooperative advertising. Affiliate
marketing really has no equivalent business model in the
bricks-and-mortar world -- because in effect you are getting
others to do your marketing for you.

The key issues affiliate marketing must deal with include:

Does it make sense to limit the number of affiliates in order to
ensure minimum levels of commissions are paid?

How does affiliate marketing tie in with an overall business
strategy?

Does it make sense for Web sites to send visitors off to
someone else’s site -- even if they get a percentage of the
business they do at the other site?

What happens if the person referred by an affiliate is already
a customer? Do they still get a commission? How do you
prove they were already customers?

What happens when the Web site and its affiliates have
different business objectives?

Sometimes, there is a fine line between an affiliate marketing
program (where commissions are generated for sales) and a
pyramid scheme (where commissions are generated by
recruiting other affiliates).

An affiliate program is perfectly positioned for use in scams
-- where resellers of someone else’s products are trying to

attract and recruit their own resellers. Or mirroring -- where
someone else’s site is copied in its entirety and run from a
different server.

Affiliates who click through their own sites to shop at their
partner sites effectively earn a commission on their own
purchases. This can be difficult to detect.

There are no easy answers to many of these issues, and Web
based businesses really have to move forward cautiously with
affiliate marketing.

Despite these cautions, in 1998 alone, around 11-percent of the
estimated $5.7 billion of total online consumer transactions were
generated by affiliate sales programs. And that figure is forecast
to grow to 24-percent of $37.5 billion in 2002 -- not including
business-to-business purchasing. These numbers clearly
suggest affiliate marketing will soon become the most widely
accepted model for Internet advertising, offering a far better
return on investment that fixed cost banner advertising or any
other type.

The success of affiliate marketing on the Internet also illustrates
how effective ‘‘viral marketing’’ can be. In short, viral marketing
refers to the Internet’s ability to spread ideas and encourage
copying quickly and cheaply. Companies with copyrighted
characters initially tried to stem the tide of unauthorized copying,
until they realized they could use this to their advantage.
Therefore, they began to imbed hyperlinks back to their own sites
into their copyrighted character images. By following these links,
consumers were able to access information, buy T-shirts and
other licensed products from the Web site operated by the owner
of the copyrighted material. Therefore, with embedded
hyperlinks in place, the owners of copyrighted characters now
do all they can to encourage the use of their characters --
something most Internet users are just itching to do anyway.

Key Thoughts

‘‘If you tried to locate a new Saturn dealer a half a mile away from
an existing one, they’d both freak. You can’t easily stake out
territories on the Web.’’

-- James Marciano, CEO, Refer-it.com

‘‘When you’re in a jungle equipped with nothing but sharp senses
and a trusty gun, it’s far easier to fend off a couple of big targets
than it is to avoid getting eaten alive by thousands of deadly
insects. Through its associates program, Amazon has
essentially befriended all of those potential online niche-market
booksellers.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘To survive on the Internet, we have to make our affiliates as
productive as possible. It’s a numbers game, and 1,000 is better
than one.’’

-- Phillip Rose, managing director, Lobster Net

‘‘The Web was built on stealing. We’re enabling people to steal
things in a controlled way so that these things can proliferate.’’

-- Andrew Collins, vice president of business development,
Thingworld.com

‘‘No company can afford to stand as an island in the Web
economy. Affiliate networks are just the most popular way to
bring the age-old practice of word-of-mouth advertising into a
new word-of-mouse era.’’

-- Evan Schwartz
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Strategy #4
Create evolving bundles of unique information

and customized value-added interactive services.

Main Idea

On the Internet, the only people who can successfully charge for
their content are those businesses that provide a unique bundle
of information and services. That bundle can never stand still --
it has to keep evolving with additional products and features
being added. And the most profitable bundles concentrate on a
specific subject area intensely rather than targeting the general
audience.

Supporting Ideas

Information has always been sold in bundles -- both in the real
world and on the Internet. The challenge for selling digital
products and services, however, is to create a perception of
value, and then to keep adding sufficient value to the product on
an ongoing basis to encourage people to re-subscribe.

When people are paying for content, their emphasis shifts. Most
Web site visitors have very short attention spans, as they move
quickly from site to site. When people are paying for content,
however, they have a financial incentive to return again and
again.

The key to successfully selling information lies in offering a
compelling value bundle of information-based products and
services. In fact:

1. A bundle of information products and services can have a
much higher perceived value than if the items were sold
separately at separate prices.

2. A bundle of information will combine the purchase decisions
for each standalone product by making it easier for
consumers interested in just one product to buy because
other items are thrown in for free.

3. The bundle approach works exceptionally well if two
products are included for which demand is entirely unrelated,
or even inverse -- where the users of one item have no
interest whatsoever in using the other.

4. Bundling actually takes advantage of uncertainty about
consumer behavior. It averages out the uncertainty from item
to item, and creates a mean perceived value.

5. Value bundling also works best over a long-term period,
since demands typically vary widely from one part of the year
to another.

6. A good bundle will have product synergies -- that is, the
elements of the bundle will work together so well they are
more valuable by being part of the bundle rather than offered
as standalone products.

How can revenues be generated from an information and
services bundle? The various strategies include:

1. Annual subscriptions.

2. Monthly usage charges.

3. Pay per use.

4. Bundles of bundles -- the revenue model used in the cable
TV industry. In an Internet context, an Internet service
provider’s charges of $20 per month may include
subscriptions to online information packages -- with a
common password.

In short, the best way to build an intellectual property business
is to charge people for that intellectual property. If the business
model involves giving that property away free and relying instead
on other revenue streams instead, all kinds of business
distortions can occur.

Selling information works best if a value bundle of information
products and services is offered. Survival then will generally
depend on an ability to continue to add value to the bundle on
an ongoing basis.

There will almost always be a small niche market for an ultra-high
end bundle as well. Most information sellers allow for this, by
keeping their highest added-value services outside the general
bundle. These can then be offered as a premium product,
attracting equivalent premium pricing.

The best bundles tend to be tightly focused on a specialist
subject rather than attempting to appeal to the general
marketplace. The focus becomes part of the overall perceived
value of the bundle as a whole.

Key Thoughts

‘‘You can’t stand still. We’re constantly asking: Is there enough
value? The newspaper alone doesn’t just translate over to the
Web. There has to be much more value. It’s a question of
creating a valuable bundle that someone else cannot possibly
duplicate or give away for free.’’

-- Neil Buddle, Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition

‘‘The seller will earn higher profits by selling a single bundle of
20 goods than by selling each of the goods separately. The trick
is to add enough value to the overall package so that consumers
are willing to pay the asking price, but at the same time not
include too many items that you could charge even higher
amounts for if they were sold separately.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘On the Internet, freeness rules. The concept of getting what you
pay for has not had a big following. But investors are beginning
to discover that free stuff has its own hidden costs. Crucial
information gets handled poorly. Plagiarists, fakers, shills and
other such ilk litter the free places.’’

-- David Kansas, TheStreet.com’s editor

‘‘Having all-free content can be a real liability because readers
don’t have a financial incentive to come back again and again.’’

-- Neil Buddle, Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition

‘‘Profitability is maximized by providing the maximum number of
goods to the maximum number of customers for the maximum
amount of time. It is unlikely that a single person has a very high
value for every single good offered. Instead, most consumers
will have high values for some goods and low values for other
goods, leading to moderate prices overall. Consumer valuations
for a stock quotation service, an on-line sports scoreboard, a
news service or a piece of software will vary. Sometimes they
will vary widely and independently of one another. However, if
all these items and more get packaged together, the probability
that a consumer will have a strong opinion on whether to buy the
bundle or not is much lower. The more goods included in the
bundle, the less likely it is that any given customer’s valuation
for the entire bundle will be very low or very high.’’

-- Erik Brynjolfsson, associate professor
 of information technology, MIT
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Strategy #5
Replace inventory with information and 

customization abilities -- sell, then manufacture.

Main Idea

Large inventories are a drain on business performance. By using
the Internet, savvy companies are eliminating the need for an
inventory altogether, offering instead:
1. Great amounts of product information.
2. The ability to easily custom order a product.
3. A rapid manufacturing process and prompt delivery.

Supporting Ideas

In the craftsman days, goods were made individually -- and were
very expensive. That changed with mass production, which
offered cheaper goods as long as they could be produced in
sufficiently large quantities.

With the availability of the Internet, network production becomes
possible -- selling a customized version of the product first and
then efficiently manufacturing it.

The benefits of network production are:
1. People can customize the product exactly how they like.
2. Lower costs of manufacture since there are no inventories.
3. Every customer becomes a niche market.
4. Add-on products and services can be sold.
5. Unique customer relationships can be developed.
6. Manufacturing can be performed efficiently.

The potential drawbacks of network production are:
1. Returned products cannot be sold to other consumers.
2. Existing sales channels and distributors lose their roles.
3. There may be problems with royalties and other issues.

Taken to its logical conclusion, however, network production has
the potential to deliver major economic consequences as
inefficiencies and anomalies are driven out of the business
system. Network production has yet to fully penetrate many large
business enterprises. When it does, however, each company will
be forced to decide what it does best -- its core competencies --
and subcontract out everything else to other organizations that
work together across large networks.

In essence, core competencies come in three varieties:
1. The design of the product.
2. The marketing of a brand.
3. The provision of customer service.

Companies of the present and future will be forced to focus on
which one of these competencies they do better than anyone
else. Once that distinction has been made, companies will then
work on retaining their competitive advantage in that core
competency alone rather than trying to add other competencies
-- simply because the process by which each competency is built
varied dramatically between the three. A company can’t build all
three simultaneously -- just one. The other two will then be
subcontracted out to specialists focused on those competencies
alone.

This process can free a company to enter entirely new markets,
or to head in strategic directions which are entirely different to
its historical emphasis. In other words, new areas of growth can
be achieved by exploiting the company’s current core
competencies in additional areas where they provide a
competitive advantage.

So what are the key steps in moving to network production?

1. You must provide so much product information that people
are confident ordering without seeing a physical example
first.

2. You have to offer the ability to configure the product precisely
the way the customer wants it.

3. You must have an easy-to-use ordering system people can
understand and access via the Internet.

4. You have to create ways for customers to watch over your
shoulder as their product is getting built in real time and
shipped -- with Web based tracking systems and progress
reports.

5. You have to analyze the data you collect about your
customers carefully -- to better anticipate future purchases
and tailor your marketing accordingly.

6. You have to keep a history of the business transacted with
each individual customer -- so you can troubleshoot any
problems and look for ways to do more business together in
the future.

Key Thoughts

‘‘We’re headed to a world of network production in which you’ve
got to be the best at what you do -- and only do what you’re best
at. The rapidly declining cost of information technology is
changing the cost structure of firms. Technology obliterates
boundaries between companies.’’

-- Everett Ehrlich, former chief economist, 
U.S. Department of Commerce

‘‘Computer inventory is like fresh fish on a table. It tastes great
the first day, but the longer it sits, the smellier it gets.’’

-- Henry Bertolon, CEO, NECX, a computer store

‘‘Web based sales are the next best thing to mental telepathy.’’
-- Michael Dell, founder, Dell Computers

‘‘Network production has already spread to many industries, as
Web-based companies are already selling made-to-order
clothing, fishing rods, golf clubs, music CDs and business
stationery as well as custom created vitamin tablets and college
textbooks. But the major economic consequences of this new
method will be clear when the world’s largest manufacturing
conglomerates adopt it. In the future, when shopping for a car,
there will be no reason to choose from just the models that
currently happen to be in inventory at the dealership or be forced
to wait weeks or months while the dealer orders what the
customer wants. instead, customers will log onto the Web or a
kiosk at the dealership to select from a far wider range of options,
colors, add-ons and tailor-made features, essentially building
their own unique vehicle online. To accommodate this, car
makers will have to completely transform their supply chains and
their marketing efforts. In addition, they’ll have to retool and
perhaps relocate their factories to be closer to the customers.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘Industry has to change its mind-set. Instead of lumping options
together and offering products in a limited number of flavors, they
will have to sequence their production around what the customer
wants.’’

-- Everett Ehrlich, former chief economist, 
U.S. Department of Commerce
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Strategy #6
Find innovative ways to add new value -- through

features and services -- to online transactions.

Main Idea

In the Internet environment where buyers and sellers have vast
amounts of information available, the intermediary role is
unattractive unless:
1. You work with the changes rather than against them.
2. You can develop a neutral and efficient online meeting place.
3. You add value by offering new features and services.

If you can’t achieve any of these goals, consider:
1. Focusing on the areas a Web site cannot match.
2. Becoming an affiliate with a focused on-line business.
3. Selling your business while it still has value. 

Supporting Ideas

A business will only prosper if it creates added value in
transactions that are occurring between buyers and sellers --
and then takes a share of that added value for itself.

With that in mind:

1. Organizations that know their industry dynamics intimately
are ideally placed to become business-to-business digital
middlemen if they can deliver added value via the Internet.
Usually, that will go well beyond providing up-to-date pricing
and easy ordering to providing ways businesses can analyze
their own data and find ways to improve efficiencies.

2. Another approach to creating added value is to position the
organization’s Web site as a neutral gathering spot for
everyone in that industry -- even for direct competitors.  By
surrounding a business transaction with information that is
well-organized and easy-to-use services, buyers and sellers
will return again and again.

3. The purest way to add value on-line, however, is to offer
completely new services and products. Typically, these will
be services that have traditionally been performed by other
parties which are more convenient if offered as a no-hassle
addition to the services currently on offer.

In other words, the Internet is not necessarily the death knell to
intermediaries. It’s simply a change of focus. Instead of relying
on trade secrets, the information becomes free, and the focus
moves to matching confused or frustrated buyers with sellers
who offer the products or services they need.

Some organizations will make that adjustment easily, and others
will not. If you are in that latter category, simply trying to ignore
the new market realities won’t help -- you’ll pretty soon be
overrun by impressively large market forces. Instead, the better
response to this situation might be among these options:

1. To focus on the one thing a Web site cannot deliver -- the
human touch. Offer personal service delivered by someone
with empathy, a similar background and professional
expertise. Make in-person consulting and two-way
communication the central focus of the organization.

2. Why fight the trend at all? If you can see that ultimately, all
business will move to the Internet, why not align yourself now
with the leading Internet based operator in your field. Look
at constructive ways a strategic alliance can be formed and
then expanded. It may present some interesting and unique
future business opportunities.

3. The final possibility is to sell your business. This may be a
very attractive proposition to someone with the necessary

skills who is looking to enter your industry and develop an
Internet based business. By selling your company, you cash
out while it’s still possible to do so.

Each of these options will have advantages and disadvantages.
Deciding which one to follow will be difficult and time consuming
-- but not nearly as difficult as your situation may become if you
do nothing at all.

Key Thoughts

‘‘Price is what hooks them, but this is more than the cheap trade.
It’s the customization, the research tools, the portfolio
management services, the comfort factor and the quality of
information that makes them stick around.’’

-- Kathy Levinson, president, E*Trade

‘‘Ult imately, everyone wil l  realize that many of the
labor-mediated services that financial firms had offered in the
past are now morphing into technology-mediated services. And
there is big money in cybermediation. The firms that add the most
new value to a wide range of financial chores will be the profit
leaders of the future. Several big winners will appear. And at the
same time, the consolidating financial services environment
simply won’t continue to give life to the companies that fail to use
technology aggressively.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘If you really want to change an industry, you’ll have to dive into
the middle and figure out ways to add tremendous value for both
the buyer and the seller. In the future, every single step of
business, from healthcare, to education, to real estate, to energy,
to textiles, will have one or more business-to-business
information brokers who will do exactly this.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘The do-it-yourself model of investing, centered on Internet
trading, should be regarded as a serious threat to American’s
financial lives. It’s like going to Las Vegas and betting on black
or red. This approach to financial decision making doesn’t serve
clients well, and it’s a business model that won’t deliver lasting
value.’’

-- John Steffens, vice chairman, Merrill Lynch & Co.

‘‘Finance is a pure information processing game. A lot of people
in the business are doing things that should be done by
computers. Our industry will shrink and it should shrink.’’

-- David Shaw, CEO, D.E. Shaw & Co, a hedge fund

‘‘Mark Tilling didn’t start out by saying: Gee, the Internet is here.
How can I use it to make gobs of money? Rather, he was trying
to solve a real business problem. As a director of operations at
a California-based chain of brew pubs, he was aggravated by
the inefficiencies of buying food. Along with a colleague, he left
the restaurant chain and cofounded Instill Corp., based in Palo
Alto. They developed a simple order entry database that they
call the "e•store". In 1997 more than $180 million worth of food
and supplies were purchased at the e•store, and that exploded
to $1 billion in sales the following year. Four venture capitalists
have now pumped a total of $18 million into the company.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘It’s the achievement that counts, not the money. Now don’t get
me wrong, the money is nice too.’’

-- Bill Porter, founder, E*Trade
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Strategy #7
Integrate everything you do online

with everything your company does offline.

Main Idea

In the final analysis, real-world integration of the Web channel of
distribution and traditional channels of distribution is critical.
Everything your company does -- whether on the Internet or
elsewhere -- should meld together to create a seamless product
offering targeting just one objective: to retain a good customer
for life.

Supporting Ideas

How are businesses integrating productively what they do online
with their traditional brick-and-mortar operations?

1. By making it possible for customers to access Web catalogs
while they are physically in stores or offices. 
The advantages:
1. The virtual inventory will be far wider than the physical.
2. More detailed product data is better in electronic format.
3. Other added-value services can be offered.
4. People learn what is available on the Internet.
5. People can order out-of-stock items for delivery.

Doing this allows a business to set up cross-channel
feedback loops -- where brick-and-mortar assets can be
combined with the unique advantages of the electronic Web
site, and thus both channels can be used to strengthen each
other.

2. While smart cards -- credit card sized devices with built-in
processors and memory -- have been spectacularly
unsuccessful in their first targeted application of replacing
cash for small transactions, they have considerable potential
to form the link between on-line business and real-world
business transactions. by:
1. Delivering tangible benefits to consumers.
2. Providing competitive advantage to issuing companies.

Consider this: At present, a typical smartcard has a 32-bit
processor and 64K of memory -- with a technology growth
rate that outstrips advances made in computer design. The
current generation of smart cards has about the same
processing power as a 386-processor  IBM PC in about 1990.

The applications for link-ups between smart cards and Web
sites is broad and unlimited. For example, people can now
visit a Web site, learn about a product, download an
electronic savings voucher to their smart card and then
redeem that voucher by ordering in-person or over the
Internet. The smart card provides a link between visiting a
Web site and transacting business with the Web site
operator.

3. In addition to smart cards, almost all electronic devices are
now being made Internet integrated. Before long, consumers
will be able to program their VCRs -- or any other device in
their home or office -- via a Web based interface.

This will have other significant flow-on effects. Staff currently
assigned to cashier roles can be reassigned to customer
service as customers can do more for themselves.

Smart companies are now working hard to make sure their
Web-based business applications can be readily accessed
by palm-sized devices, digital telephones, computers
embedded into the GPS receivers built into high-end cars
and standalone kiosks located in stores, airports, libraries
and other public access areas.

4. The most dramatic potential impact of the Internet is its ability
to blend together everything that is occurring within a
business enterprise into one place in real time.  The
integration of the on-line and off-line components of any
business are a huge business opportunity for the broader
information technology industry.

Clearly, very few people in business today would consider
than on-line commerce won’t be an important aspect of
business in the future. The key to prosperity, however, lies
in successfully developing the hybrid business enterprise --
which integrates everything the company does into one
seamless approach.

Key Thoughts

‘‘Many businesses have been like deer frozen in the headlights
because of their channel conflicts. They see the Web as
competing with their other lines of business. But we take Web
orders from the core Seattle customers who drive by our stores
every day. Many customers are multichannel customers. We
can’t choose how our customers want to shop. So we offer any
product, any time, any place, and answer any question.’’

-- Matt Hyde, director of sales, Recreational Equipment Inc.

‘‘In the end, the most important part of Web commerce isn’t the
technology; it’s the people. The enterprises that fail to
cross-pollinate their Web ventures with what the rest of the
company does on a daily basis may find themselves among the
industry’s most endangered species.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘The relentless battle for attention among rival Web start-ups has
produced a situation in which a stand-alone Web site is at a
distinct and growing disadvantage. We are now coming to realize
that a retailer on the Web benefits greatly from being integrated
with actual stores. Web enterprises that sell expensive and
complex products and services can use the help of expert human
salespeople. As this kind of real-world integration becomes a
fact of business life, it will continue to set off a mad game of
musical chairs, a scramble among the species for partners,
leading to more and more hybrid enterprises.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘In the future, they may be no such thing as an Internet company.
The Internet is becoming so important that all companies will
eventually become Internet companies. And Internet start-ups
will have less and less of an initial advantage. But that doesn’t
mean that today’s Internet start-ups are all operating within a
bubble that will pop. It may just mean that many of the more
traditional species are vastly undervalued.’’

-- Evan Schwartz

‘‘One thing is certain: We will continue to amaze ourselves.’’
-- Evan Schwartz
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